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Summary
The NSW banana industry comprises only 4% of the Australian industry but is important regionally where it
supports several hundred small businesses, and nationally, where it provides an important supply when
natural disasters or disease outbreaks reduce supply from north Queensland. The NSW industry has contracted
substantially in recent years and the role of the Industry Development Officer was created to reinvigorate the
industry. The NSW industry survey and supply chain mapping components of the project provide significant
new information about the NSW industry and grower contact information for use in future projects.
Findings from surveys conducted during both the mid-term and final project reviews indicated that 90% of
participants rated the project as very to extremely valuable. Linkages and networks with growers, service
providers and wholesalers, built initially through the NSW banana growers associations and the Australian
Banana Growers Council and then through social media, helped make the project a success. Continual
contributions to industry media over the life of the project maintained and built on these linkages and helped
with the delivery of project information and outcomes.
The project worked closely with other levy-funded R,D&E projects to ensure the delivery of up to date
information and also helped these projects deliver their outcomes. As there is little recent production research
and development information focused at subtropical growers, a series of grower trials were undertaken to
generate this information. Some of this trial work has national significance with an aggregation pheromone
lure commercially for banana weevil borer, a significant pest of bananas on the east coast, available in
Australia for the first time, as a direct result of this project. The subtropical nutrition information package
developed for New South Wales as a project output, was delivered to growers in Carnarvon as part of the
National Banana Roadshow series.
Face to face links with growers were also important and through this the project strengthened linkages
between the NSW production regions and has encouraged the entry of new, young growers into the industry.
The NSW banana supply chain is quite convoluted, with fruit sold through central markets in capital cities, local
wholesaler/ripeners and local grower/ripeners and a significant amount of fruit sold through farmers markets
from the Sunshine Coast to Newcastle. There is a definite demand for subtropical fruit within and outside the
production region. Fruit quality and consistency and volume of supply remain the major limiting factors to
reinvigorating the industry. Future projects should concentrate on;
•
•
•

encouraging young growers into the industry and building links between these young growers within
NSW and across the Australian industry,
new plantings, of current or improved varieties that fit established supply chains to improve supply as
well as niche varieties,
developing and delivering information packages to improve fruit quality.
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Glossary of project titles
BA13004: National banana development and extension project
BA10020: Banana plant protection program
BA14014: Fusarium wilt Tropical race 4 research program
BA13003: Communications project for the banana industry
BA13001: Cause and management of crown rot of banana
BA16007: National banana extension project

Introduction
The NSW Banana Industry comprises only 4% of the total Australian production, however it is significant
regionally and nationally and supports or helps support several hundred small regional businesses. The
production areas can be grouped as southern (from Nambucca heads to Woolgoolga) and northern (from the
Richmond River to the Queensland border). NSW provides a geographical spread of production for the
Australian industry, as the major Australian production areas in north Queensland are vulnerable to extreme
weather events, which can create major supply issues. It is important that the NSW industry remains a viable
alternate supply region and better coordination at a local level is the key to this. Over the past 15 years, there
has been a gradual decline in the area of bananas grown in NSW. In Coffs Harbour this decline is due to
diversification into other crops such as blueberries, sale of properties, urbanisation or owner retirement. In the
Tweed, Richmond and Brunswick regions, race1 and subtropical race 4 Fusarium wilt attacking Lady Finger
account for much of the decline.
During this period there has been a trend towards more local sales such as roadside stalls and farmers’
markets rather than through the central markets, however several local ripeners/distributors sell fruit to
supermarket chains in the Coffs Harbour (Port Macquarie to Grafton), Ballina/Lismore and Tweed districts.
Fruit is also sold into the central markets in Brisbane and Sydney. NSW bananas are well known for their
excellent taste and eating qualities and are sought after by certain market sectors, especially high quality,
excellent tasting Lady Fingers. Niche marketing opportunities, renewed interest by the chain stores in sourcing
local fruit for a growing population along the NSW north coast and a core of young progressive growers in the
industry provide a sound basis for the industry’s future.
With little recent research targeted at the subtropics, apart from the new varieties work, to reinvigorate the
NSW banana industry it was important to develop an understanding of and document the extent of production
and distribution in the NSW banana industry supply chain by:
•
•
•

•
•

providing a readily accessible contact person for growers, service industry and researchers
conducting regular communication with all sectors of the industry
improving grower capacity through increasing their level of knowledge through linkages to the
banana R&D program in conjunction with the National Banana Extension Team from the Queensland
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries (QDAF)
establishing trial demonstrations of superior germplasm from the Banana Plant Protection Program
contributing regularly to the Banana Industry Communication Program.

The establishment of the national banana R&D and marketing levy in 2007 and the development of a strategic
plan provided direction for the project to improve industry capacity and R&D adoption and demonstrate the
benefit of levy investments. This project, BA13025: The NSW Banana industry development officer, was
funded in part by these levies and commenced on 01/07/14 and finished on 08/0917. Matthew Weinert was
appointed to the role of industry development officer and commenced on 07/10/14.
During the final two years of the project significant production increases occurred in the Australian banana
industry with production approximately 30% greater than the Australian market can handle, resulting in prices
for growers well below that of production. In NSW the production regions were also impacted severely by two
east coast lows in 2016 and ex tropical cyclone Debbie which damaged the southern (Coffs/Woolgoolga) and
northern (Tweed/Brunswick/Richmond) respectively. Recovery efforts, including an ongoing role on the
Primary Producers Recovery Committee, for these events took a significant portion of the IDO’s time and
resulted in the postponement of the subtropical banana industry strategic plan and the non-completion of the
NSW industry survey.

Methodology
Bananas are a year round crop and NSW banana growers as a whole are disengaged from their peak industry
body, the Australian Banana Growers Council (ABGC). Local banana grower associations (BGAs) however are
still strong, particularly in the Coffs Harbour and Nambucca regions. To develop an understanding of the NSW
banana industry the IDO initially engaged with the local BGAs and attended all but one of the BGA meetings
held during the project.

Project reference group
A project reference group (PRG) was established at the beginning of the project to provide guidance on topics
and delivery strategies for extension and development activities and prioritise and approve the IDO workplan.
The PRG met biannually and was essential for project monitoring and evaluation. The IDO kept the PRG
informed on progress through a monthly report emailed to the PRG and the PRG provided input for the midterm review of the project. An agenda was developed for all PRG meetings and all meetings minuted.
PRG members were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stephen Spear (banana grower Taylor’s Arm (Nambucca) and ABGC board member and Banana
Industry Committee Trustee)
David Pike (banana grower, Coffs Harbour and Coffs Harbour BGA representative)
Paul Shoker (banana grower, Coffs Harbour and Coffs Harbour BGA representative)
Peter Molenaar (banana grower, Mullumbimby and ABGC representative)
David Perry (banana grower, Murwillumbah and Tweed BGA representative)
Jay Anderson who was replaced by Rosie Godwin in October 2015 (ABGC R&D managers)
Alison Anderson who was replaced by Bianca Cairns in January 2016 (HIA project managers)
Myles Parker who was replaced by Mark Hickey in November 2016 (NSW DPI Horticulture Leader)
Matt Weinert (NSW Industry Development Officer – bananas)

Linkages with other banana projects
Strong project linkages were built with other HIA and levy funded projects and funding sourced for trial work
outside of the levy system during the project as detailed below:
•
•
•

•

•
•

BA13004: the National banana development and extension project: undertook demonstration trials,
helped organise and promote biosecurity workshops and the banana roadshows
BA10020: The Banana plant protection program: organised field days at the new variety trial block at
Duranbah and undertook trials of banana weevil borer pheromone lures
BA14014: Fusarium wilt Tropical race 4 research program: co-supervised Yukmila Chooneea a
coursework Masters of Science student at the University of Queensland and organised trial sites for
inoculum reduction trials
BA13003: Communications project for the banana industry: and from 2017, when the contract with
Cape Media for subtropical banana media was discontinued, delivered communications outcomes for
the NSW banana industry
BA13001: The cause and management of crown rot of banana: fruit displaying crown rot symptoms
sent for analysis to the project team
Market development of recycled organics in bananas and blueberries: was successful with a grant to
investigate the effects of recycled organics (compost) in banana and blueberry production and
investigate different application methods, funded by the NSW Environment Protection Agency.

NSW banana industry survey
To develop an understanding of the changes to the current extent, demographics and grower issues of the
NSW banana industry, a 17 question industry survey (see attachment A, Appendix 19) was developed in
conjunction with the PRG and initially run online. The survey was sent on 02/11/15 and closed on 16/11/15 to
82 growers on contact lists provided by the BGAs, the previous HIA funded project BA12000: Subtropical
Market Development Implementation and the Australian Banana Growers Council. The survey was also widely
advertised but only 26 growers completed the survey online.
One-on-one telephone surveys were then undertaken for growers who did not complete the online survey.
This had to be undertaken at night and during the winter months, as growers have no telephone or poor
mobile reception on farm and often replied they were too tired to do the survey during the long summer days.
The first part of the survey for the southern producing areas was completed in the first 12 months of the
project. Two attempts were made to complete the survey for the northern production regions however severe
damage from the east coast lows in 2016 and ex TC Debbie in 2017 and the associated recovery work meant
this was never completed.

Field days and workshops
Field days and workshops were an integral component of the project, however the increased emphasis of onfarm biosecurity with the discovery of tropical race 4 (TR4) Fusarium wilt in Tully in 2015 and the limited
distribution of race 1 Fusarium wilt in the southern producing regions meant running on farm workshops was
difficult with workshops therefore conducted at off farm venues.

Subtropical banana nutrition workshop and booklet
The workshop was run on four occasions, in Woolgoolga prior to the Coffs Harbour BGA meeting, in
Murwillumbah prior to the Tweed BGA, as part of the Tweed Soil Health Field Day and after a request from the
Sweeter Banana Co in Carnarvon at the Banana Roadshow in Carnarvon in 2016. Dates for the workshops are
included in appendix 7. Over 75 people attended the workshops, including a mix of growers and consultants
and resellers. At the request of growers, the workshop was developed into the Subtropical banana nutrition
booklet, published by BA13004 in September 2016.

Leaf disease workshop
The leaf disease workshop was run only once on 03/11/16, prior to a meeting of the Coffs Harbor BGA. The
workshop covered information on disease lifecycles, the importance of orchard hygiene and fungicide
resistance strategies. The workshop was attended by 18 people, mainly growers.

Demonstration trials
A key component of grower learning is demonstration trials, with two significant demonstration activities run
during the project.

Banana weevil borer pheromone trials
Banana weevil borer (BWB, Cosmopolites sordidus) was identified as the most significant pest of banana
production in NSW banana production areas. In conjunction with BA10020 and Bugs for Bugs the NSW IDO
undertook comparative field trials on two different commercially available aggregation pheromone lures and
developed and compared prototype traps. As a result of these demonstrations and associated interest
generated through the efforts of the IDO, this lure is now available commercially in Australia, however a trap
design suitable for local conditions was not developed. Results of the trial work were presented at workshops,
at the Australian Banana Congress 2015 in Melbourne and at the ProMusa conference in Montpellier, France
in 2016.

New variety plantings
Eight separate plantings of new varieties, selected during BA10200, were established from tissue culture plants
purchased from QDAF. Plantings included DPM25 and PKZ, both desert Cavendish types and Pacific Plantain,
after repeated requests from growers for cooking banana types. Supply of planting material to meet the short
spring/early summer planting window in NSW was difficult and in all cases plants were planted late summer.
Dry weather conditions have slowed growth on the plantings, the performance of which will be monitored in
the new HIA funded QDAF project Improved plant protection for the banana industry BA16001. Despite this, all
plantings survived, with one of the initial plantings used as a mother block for a new planting. The tissue
culture plants used were significantly larger than those used in north Queensland and in one planting were
divided into 4-5 pieces which were then planted. All these pieces have grown well and this may demonstrate a
new and economical way of using high health tissue culture planting material in NSW.

Communication techniques and media articles
A wide range of communication techniques were employed to initially develop a media profile for the project
and communicate project outcomes, outputs and events to growers. Press releases were issued at the start of
the project and for all major events. Through this the IDO built an excellent working relationship with the rural
press in the area, especially ABC Rural and The Land.
The major events were also advertised and reported on through the Australian Banana Growers Council’s
eBulletin, the now discontinued bimonthly Australian Banana News and the quarterly Australian Bananas
magazine. These events were also advertised through email lists. SMS was also used to promote events and
proved to be very successful, with event RSVPs immediately increasing after an SMS promoting the event was
sent.
The project developed a high media profile in both industry and mainstream media. The project produced or
significantly contributed to eight articles in the Australian Bananas magazine, one in the (now defunct)
Australian Bananas newsletter and 9 in the ABGC eBulletin.
Social media has become an important communication medium, particularly with young growers. PRG
member and Coffs Harbour grower Paul Shoker established the Coffs Harbour Young Banana Growers Group
on Messenger and with Colin Singh and Ethan McKeever, The Tweed Heads BGA, a closed group on Facebook.
Discussions on both groups have been continual since their inception.

Outputs
Project reference group
The PRG met biannually during the life of the project. Meeting agendas were circulated prior to the meetings
and all meetings were minuted, with the minutes circulated following the meeting. The PRG monitored project
progress and approved the IDO workplan. The IDO also emailed monthly reports to the PRG highlighting key
activities, until the intervention of ex TC Debbie after which monthly reports were no longer circulated due to
recovery efforts. Examples of the PRG meeting agenda, minutes and monthly reports, are attached as
appendices 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

NSW banana industry survey
Despite repeated attempts the project was unable to finalise the NSW banana industry survey. Three
significant weather events, two east coast lows in 2016 and ex TC Debbie in 2017 meant growers in the
northern region were unwilling to be involved in the survey as they recovered from these events. Growers in
this region are also somewhat disengaged from industry organisations and can be unwilling to share
information as they feel other growers may take their markets. Despite this, the survey did provide important
information for the project including a focus for project events and trials, including the BWB trials, leaf disease
and nutrition workshops and supply chain mapping.
The project was able to source information from the NSW Office Environment and Heritage (OEH) project,
funded by the Australian Government Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, Horticultural Mapping
to Improve Biosecurity Focus banana production in NSW, and it was hoped that this could be used to help
complete the survey for NSW, however there are significant differences in the production area in the Coffs
Harbour area between the mapping project and the industry survey (137.8ha for the survey vs 508ha for the
mapping project), so this was not progressed.
A copy of the survey for the southern regions is attached as Appendix 4 and the summary data from NSW OEH
project is attached as appendix 5.

Supply chain mapping
The NSW banana supply chain is quite convoluted, however in southern production regions, central markets
remain the major destination for fruit. Local ripener/wholesalers are the next most important distribution
method then followed by growers who ripen and distribute their own and fruit bought from other local
growers. Farmer’s markets account for the remainder of the fruit sold in these regions. Growers in the
northern production regions were reluctant to complete the industry survey and supply chain mapping,
however previous research indicated that 45% of fruit produced in this region was sold through farmer’s
markets and it is expected that this level has increased in recent years. The report on the supply chain mapping
is attached as appendix 6.

NSW banana growers groups
The project has been instrumental in establishing two social media grower groups in NSW, the Coffs Harbour
and districts young banana grower group ( 9 members), through Messenger and the Tweed BGA (26 members)
a closed Facebook group. The Coffs Harbour group has met once for a face to face meeting, however
discussions are daily through Messenger. The Tweed BGA Facebook page will be used to communicate with
growers once the new BGA executive is installed in early September 2017. Social media channels appear to be
the most reliable communication method for young growers.

Field days and workshops
Based on the responses to the industry survey, further discussions with growers and other supply chain
members and results from soil health trials and soil analyses sent as enquiries, a series of workshops were
developed and run as part of the project. A list of the workshops is attached as appendix 7.

Subtropical banana nutrition
This workshop was developed with help from international banana nutrition experts Associate Professor and
retired Honorary Research Fellow, David Turner, the University of Western Australia, Dr. John Robinson, Du Roi
Laboratories, South Africa, both of whom have extensive subtropical banana research experience and Dr. John
Armour, retired soil scientist Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines. The workshop was run
on four separate occasions. The workshop dates are included in appendix 7 and the workshop content is
included appendix 8.
The success of the workshop lead to the production of Subtropical banana nutrition – matching nutrition
requirements to growth demands which was published by BA13004. 500 hardcopies of the booklet were
printed and distributed to growers in NSW and WA and the booklet is available for free download from
http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/horticulture/tropical/growing-bananas/sub-tropical-banana-nutrition.

Leaf disease workshop
Leaf diseases have a significant impact of productivity and fruit quality in banana plantations. Visits to
plantations in NSW and grower enquiries showed the need for better information on leaf spot management.
Leaf diseases have a significant impact on fruit quality and yield. A workshop was developed in conjunction
with Lynton Vawdrey, Plant Pathologist, QDAF and project team members of BA10020. The workshop covered
disease identification and lifecycles, management and managing fungicide resistance. A copy of the workshop
content is attached as Appendix 9.

Tweed region soil health workshop
In conjunction with the Tweed BGA a half day event for growers in the Tweed region was held at the
Burringbar Sports Club on 17/02/16. The event covered a wide range of topics including the new NSW
biosecurity legislation, on-farm biosecurity, managing nematodes, understanding leaf and soil analyses and
subtropical banana nutrition. The program for the day is attached as appendix 10. The event also included an
exhibitors program for the banana bunchy top program, local agriculture resellers and consultants.

Tullera shed meeting
Banana production in the Richmond region is small and declining with only four growers remaining. A shed
evening was held at the farm of Jeff Zanette on 11/12/16. Presentations on the night included the Fruit Salad,
Action On The Ground project, the HIA funded Banana central American study tour and banana weevil trial
work. A copy of the evening agenda is attached as Appendix 11.

New variety field days
In conjunction with BA10020, the project hosted two field visits on 13/08/15 and 25/05/17 to the new variety
field trial site at Duranbah. On both occasions the Coffs Harbour BGA chartered a bus for growers from the
southern regions. The days detailed the trial work undertaken and for the 2017 event the three ‘best bet’
varieties that will proceed to semi-commercial trials in BA16001: Improved plant protection for the Australian
banana industry. Both events received significant press coverage. Images of the event and press clippings can
be seen in appendix 13.

On farm biosecurity workshops
Following the detection of tropical race 4 Fusarium wilt (TR4) in Tully in March 2015, a four-module on farm
biosecurity workshop was developed by QDAF as part of BA13004. A condensed version of the workshop was

delivered twice as part of this project prior to the Coffs Harbor BGA meeting on 2/11/2016 and the
Tweed/Brunswick BGA on 9/11/2016.

Banana weevil borer pheromone trials
Two posters detailing the BWB trial work were presented at conferences during the life of the project. A poster
titled The weevil and the damage done was presented at the 2015 Australian Banana industry Congress in
Melbourne on 18-20 June 2015 and a second poster detailing further work on these trials titled Comparing the
efficacy of banana weevil borer traps and pheromone lures was presented the 2016 ProMusa congress in
Montpellier, France Oct 11-14 2016. Attendance at the Promusa congress resulted in the IDO being invited
onto the scientific committee for the Promusa 2018 conference in Istanbul, Turkey with the theme of Growing
and marketing bananas under subtropical conditions. Presentations on the trial work were also given at several
workshops and a copy of the workshop presentation is attached as appendix 12. Copies of the posters from
these conferences are attached as appendices 14 and 15.

New variety plantings
Plantings of new ‘best bet’ varieties selected during BA10200, were established from tissue culture plants.
Varieties include DPM25 and PKZ, both desert Cavendish types and Pacific Plantain after repeated requests
from growers for cooking banana types. Supply of planting material to meet the short spring/early summer
planting window in NSW was difficult and in all cases plants were planted late summer. All plantings survived
with one of the initial plantings used as a mother block for a new planting. The tissue culture plants used were
significantly larger than those used in north Queensland and in one planting were divided into 4-5 pieces which
were then planted. All have survived and this may demonstrate a new and economical way of using high
health tissue culture planting material in NSW. Dry weather conditions have slowed growth on the plantings,
the performance of which will be monitored in BA16001. A brief outline and images of the plantings are
included in appendix 16.

Communication techniques and media articles
The project was fortunate to attract a wide range of media interest through an excellent working relationship
with the rural press, ABC Rural and The Land. Events were able to be advertised on the NSW north coast rural
report, often with a live interview and reporters often attended events and filed stories following the events.
Examples of press releases and print and radio stories are included in appendix 13.
The Australian Banana Growers Council, through their eBulletin, the discontinued bimonthly Australian Banana
News and the quarterly Australian Bananas magazine, were also essential in promoting the project. Events
were also advertised through email lists, however maintenance of email lists is difficult and time consuming,
especially when growers change internet service provider.
The Coffs Harbour Young Banana Growers Group on Messenger and The Tweed Heads BGA, on Facebook will
be an important way for young growers to interact and learn. Both groups are closed and moderated. The
Coffs Harbour group has 9 members and the Tweed BGA group has 26 members. Discussion on both groups
has been continual since their inception and with growers seemingly more likely to maintain social media
accounts than email accounts, may prove more useful in the long term.

Other project linkages
The project also aimed to coordinate new project development. In 2015 NSW DPI was successful in their bid
for a project titled Market development of recycled organics in bananas and blueberries through the NSW
Environment Protection Agency, Waste Less, Recycle More Initiative. The project examined the viability of
compost blowers to spread recycled organics (compost) into difficult to access, hill slope plantations in NSW
and also measured any effects compost may have on plant growth. Although the blower was found to be too

cumbersome and expensive, there were some positive outcomes including greater sucker growth with the
compost treatments, parasitic nematode levels were reduced and leaf zinc and potassium – two important
plant nutrients- levels were higher.
Factsheets and videos detailing the machinery and trial results are currently being prepared and will be
promoted through BA13003. This trial work adds to the data from the soil health trials in BA13004 on the
benefits of compost and organic matter in banana plantations however finding ways to economically add these
organic amendments to realise these benefits, especially on hillside plantations, remains elusive.

Project evaluations
Two evaluations of the project were undertaken, the first as part of the ‘stop-go’ clause, requested by one of
the co-investors, which recommended the project continue for the full term and a second short evaluation at
the end of the project which found the respondents overwhelmingly in support of the project with strong
support for it to continue. These evaluations are attached as Appendices 17 and 18.

Future projects
The final evaluation of BA13025 (Appendix 18) indicates significant interest in new varieties and it is expected
that the IDO role will continue, with two days a week spent managing the subtropical variety component of
BA16001.

Outcomes
The project successfully delivered its aims of reinvigorating the NSW banana industry with several young
growers entering the industry as a result of project activities (see ‘Dreaming big’ Appendix 13). At the Tweed
BGA AGM held on September 6, 2017, a new executive, comprised entirely of new young growers was elected,
indicating the reinvigoration of banana production in this area. It built links with other levy funded projects,
helping these projects deliver on their outcomes and through the involvement of the IDO in the recently
funded BA16001 and BA16007 will maintain and build on these links.

Industry linkages
Strong linkages were developed with key industry groups, especially the NSW BGAs and through a
commitment to BA13004, the IDO attended all but one BGA meeting held in NSW during the time of the
project.
Strong working linkages were developed with key ripener/wholesalers in the region especially in Coffs
Harbour. Linkages were also built between regions following the east coast low which severely affected supply
of fruit from the Nambucca region in 2016. At a time of oversupply elsewhere, the IDO facilitated the supply of
fruit from the Tweed region to a wholesaler from Nambucca, which allowed him to maintain his markets.
The project also built better linkages with growers in the northern and southern producing regions. One
example linked young growers from the north with an experienced grower from the southern production
region, which allowed the growers to source all their planting material for limited cost, letting them enter the
industry.
The establishment of two social media groups has also increased communications within and between the
different production regions, especially between young growers. Posts through the Tweed BGA Facebook page
were responsible for several of the young growers committing to roles on the Tweed/Brunswick BGA, which
had been slated for closure.

R&D linkages
The linkages established with other levy funded projects also allowed the project to deliver better pests and
disease management options for the NSW and Australian banana industries. Through linkages with BA10020
and Bugs for Bugs an aggregation pheromone lure for BWB is available commercially for the first time in
Australia. This lure offers growers a biologically soft option to help manage this significant production pest.
These linkages also allowed QDAF nematologists to identify increasing prevalence of new pest nematode
species in NSW, research on these species will be conducted in the integrated pest and disease management
(IPDM) component of BA16001.
Linkages with the new variety component of BA10020 also resulted in the IDO assuming the role of managing
the subtropical variety evaluation component of BA16001. This ensures this nationally and internationally
important program will continue and give subtropical growers new and improved or access to niche varieties.

Workshop outcomes
It was initially planned to run more on farm field events during the project however with the limited
distribution of race 1 Fusarium wilt in the Coffs Harbor region and then the detection of TR4 Fusarium wilt in
Tully in 2015, the industry emphasis on biosecurity training meant the majority of workshops were run at off
farm venues.

The nutrition workshop and booklet produced during the project had the most significant outcomes of the
project with responses to the 12 month project survey and the final project survey indicating 13 out of the 14
growers that responded had changed production practices due to either attending the workshop or reading
the book. Leaf and soil analysis has now become more common to better target fertiliser applications and
reduce their environmental impact, a key aim of the Australian banana industry.
Better disease management through better plantation hygiene (deleafing) and fungicide resistance strategies
were also mentioned by growers as outcomes of the leaf disease workshop.

Contributions to the National Banana R&D Program
The project worked closely with other levy-funded R,D&E projects and helped to deliver up to date
information and also helped these projects deliver their outcomes. As there is little recent production
information focused at subtropical growers, a series of grower trials were undertaken in BA10020, BA13004
and BA14014 to generate this information. Some of this trial work has national significance with an
aggregation pheromone lure commercially for banana weevil borer available in Australia for the first time as a
direct result of this project. The subtropical nutrition information package developed for New South Wales was
delivered to growers in Carnarvon as part of the National Banana Roadshow series and the IDO contributed to
inoculum reduction trials for Fusarium wilt on properties in NSW that form part of the TR4 infected plant
eradication protocol. Provision of strategic advice to industry R&D committees was also an important
component of the project.

Other project outcomes
Although not originally an aim of the project, the IDO was instrumental in undertaking damage assessments
and writing damage reports which allowed growers in all regions to access category C disaster funding to
repair infrastructure and replant damaged blocks following the severe weather events in 2016 and 2017.
Comments in the final evaluation support this.

Evaluation and discussion
Monitoring and evaluation of the NSW Banana IDO project was integral to the success of the project. The
project was well regarded by the PRG, demonstrated by their active involvement in the project, with all but
one member present at all meetings. Clear communication via the monthly reports and biannual meetings
with a clear agenda and minutes were key to this.
A review, developed to satisfy the 12 month ‘stop-go’ clause in the project was sent to all NSW banana
industry members on the email distribution list. The review had 19 respondents, 15 of which were growers and
the remainder represented various roles in the NSW supply chain. The review recommended that the project
continue and a short summary of the review is detailed below and the full summary of the review is attached
as appendix 17.
•
•
•

42% rated the project as ‘extremely valuable’ and 47% as ‘very valuable’
10% rated the project of ‘some value’ or ‘little value’
72% of respondents had made changes to their business as a direct result of the project, 6% said this
was not applicable.

A Monitoring Evaluation Reporting and Improvement Plan (MERI) and Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities
and Threats (SWOT) analysis were also completed. Copies of a summary of the review, the MERI plan and
SWOT analysis can be found attached as Appendices 18 and 19.
Not all project events were evaluated, however workshop evaluations conducted indicate the workshop
methodology and content were well targeted. An example is the Coffs Harbour leaf spot workshop. There
were 18 workshop attendees and a summary of the evaluation is below.
•
•
•

28% of attendees said the workshop was ‘extremely useful’, 44% very useful and 22% ‘useful’, 5% did
not answer
83% said the amount and type of information presented was about right
50% said they would change practices on their farm, including more deleafing to manage leaf disease
and to rotate fungicides, 16% said they wouldn’t change their practices, with the remaining 34%
either not answering the question or responding it was not applicable.

Banana weevil borer (BWB) was identified as the number one production constraint by growers in the
southern and Richmond growing regions. The trials undertaken in this project, in conjunction with BA10020
and Bugs for Bugs lead to the commercial availability of an aggregation pheromone lure for BWB for the first
time in Australia. Following the detection of TR4 Fusarium wilt in Tully in 2015 national interest increased in
using the lures to manage BWB as the current technique favoured by growers, basal injections, and BWB itself
have the potential to spread TR4.
The project did not meet several project outcomes. The NSW industry survey was initially sent as an online
survey which only 26 growers completed, the remainder of the survey completed was undertaken as one-onone telephone surveys. As many NSW growers do not live on their farms and mobile telephone reception is
poor in many of the growing regions, the time to undertake the surveys was limited to the early evening in
winter. The survey of the southern producing regions was completed in 2015. Two attempts to complete the
survey for the northern regions in 2016 and 2017 were thwarted by the severe damage caused by two east
coast lows in 2016 and ex TC Debbie in 2017 and a reluctance of growers to be involved. Better linkages have
been established with growers in the northern region following the ex TC Debbie recovery efforts.
While the NSW BGAs were identified as a key conduit for information dissemination the majority of young
growers either are not members of the BGAs or do not attend. Significant effort was then put into developing

linkages with these young growers and establishing and maintaining social media groups to maintain these
linkages. The continual posts and interaction on these forums indicate that this is the preferred method of
communicating for these growers. Other forms of social media, potentially a WhatsApp group as used by the
NextGen group in north Queensland, should be investigated to create a young growers group for the whole of
NSW in any future projects. Developing linkages between the Queensland and NSW young growers should also
be investigated. Further evidence of this is a new executive of young, new growers elected to the committee
of the Tweed BGA on September 6, 2017.
The NSW banana industry strategic plan was proposed for May 2017, however this was removed from the
project as growers were still recovering from ex TC Debbie.
The linkages with BA13004 were instrumental in increasing attendance at the Banana Roadshows in NSW with
41% of attendees at the Murwillumbah Roadshow responding that their attendance was because of the IDO.
These linkages will be maintained as the IDO is a member of the BA16007 PRG.
A six question final evaluation project evaluation was undertaken just prior to writing of this report. Twenty
people responded to the survey, 13 were growers, one a researcher, one a ripener/wholesaler and four
classed themselves as other. The project effect was rated well by respondents with 50% rating the project as
extremely valuable, 40% very valuable, 5% said it was of some value and 5% of little value. Disaster recovery
efforts were mentioned across several response categories in the survey as a positive outcome of the project.
Overall good communication and working with and encouraging new growers were seen as aspects of the
project that were done well. Responses to what the project did well included:
•
•

•

•

Increasing communication to and between growers and determining aspects/topics for
improvement in subtropical banana production systems
Lots of things - encouraged younger growers; leaf and soil analysis appreciation; work on
disaster data was instrumental in getting disaster relief for growing areas; invigoration of
Tweed BGA; general "go to" person for the subtropical industry;
Communication with younger growers has been outstanding. Matt has engaged younger
growers through a range of media especially social media, field days and individual farm
visits. His communication skills are exceptional and he is achieving positive responses from
all sectors of the industry.
Encouraged younger growers to participate.

Areas the project could have improved were better prioritization of work areas and engagement with more
growers particularly in the Tweed, with responses that included:
•
•
•

Focus on fewer priority areas
Needs to prioritise issues rather than attempting to be involved in everything; Survey of the
industry; saying less when working with retired growers at BGA meetings;
Perhaps more engagement with Tweed growers.

When asked what practices they intended to change on their farms as a result of the project, improved
fertiliser regimes with a greater reliance on leaf and soil testing were the overwhelming response:
•

We have learned a great deal for these seminar days and gained a wide variety of knowledge
we are now on a path to become better growers and understand a lot more of the constant
cycles that bananas constantly are going through especially through the subtropical banana
nutrition booklet.

•
•

Pay more attention to nutrition
Yes nutrition changes with soil tests. Also would like to trial new varieties.

Areas any future projects should concentrate on showed further interest in plant nutrition and pest and
disease management. A summary of the survey results are attached as appendix 18.

Recommendations
The successes of the project indicate that:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The PRG was important in guiding the project and approving the project workplan. Comments in the
final project evaluation suggest the PRG could help focus the project and prioritise project work
activities
Face to face workshops and field days still remain an important means of improving grower practice
indicating there is a social aspect to learning. All workshops developed and presented during the
project were well received. Several responses to the final evaluation of the project requested more of
these events. Interestingly during the life of the project there were no requests to develop video
material to the project team
A separate position for an industry development role in the subtropics is important for the Australian
banana industry. Interest in the nutrition workshop and booklet from the Carnarvon and southeast
Queensland production region indicate the role of the NSW IDO should be extended to include all
subtropical production regions. This role also provides important linkages into other levy funded R&D
projects
New varieties, with better pest and disease resistance and cold tolerance are important to sustain the
NSW banana industry. It is important to continue the subtropical variety evaluation program which
will need to source extra funding from mid-2020
A wide range of communication techniques are required to maintain the linkages with industry.
Subtropical growers seem less likely to use email notifications and email lists are difficult to keep
current. SMS notifications sent through the ABGC and rural media seemed to be the best way of
notifying attendees of project events. Links with the banana industry communications project
therefore is vital to promote events. Social media has also become important and maintenance of
linkages through targeted social media sites should be a priority
Young growers are the future of the banana industry and encouraging new growers is vital to
reinvigorate the subtropical industry. Future subtropical extension projects should maintain linkages
with BA16007 and develop linkages with the NextGen grower group in NQ
Packing fruit that meets market standards is still a significant issue for subtropical fruit. Visits to
farms, ripeners and enquiries during this project showed that some growers did not pack to standard
and were confused by the cause of fruit downgrade. Reject and packed product analysis, to develop a
database of information and images of the cause of fruit quality issues to be used to develop training
materials and conduct demonstration trials to improve fruit quality, should be a focus of any future
project. As shown in BA13004, small demonstration trials play an important role in the uptake of
emerging or improved grower practices
A strategic plan for the subtropical industry is still worth pursuing and should be included in any
future projects targeted at the subtropical industry.

Several project aims were not able to be completed during the period of the project. Three severe weather
events impacted on the NSW production areas in 2016 and 2017 and departmental requirements meant the
IDO was pulled offline to undertake damage assessments and help in recovery efforts for these events. With
these weather events predicted to become more frequent and severe in NNSW allowance for these recovery
efforts needs to be included in risk analyses for future projects.

Scientific refereed publications
None to report

Intellectual property/commercialisation
No commercial IP was generated by the project.
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Appendix 1: Example of PRG meeting agenda

NSW Banana Development Officer Project Reference Group Meeting
Location:
Date and Time:

Coffs Harbour, NSW DPI Office
(76 Harbour Drive, Suite 5 level 1)
Wednesday 1 February 2016 3.30-4.30pm

Dial in numbers: 1800 672 949 code 75390826 1222#

Agenda.
Items from last meeting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milestone variation underway
Nutrition Booklet – published and some distribution
Supply chain mapping continuing
Baseline industry survey
EPA project field day run
Bagging trial
Disaster relief scheme grants
Meri plan written and submitted

New items
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NBEP final report due end April – new project?
Strategic plan and Duranbah trial site visit planned for May 25
EPA project final report due end June
IDO final report due end June – new project?
BA16001 – Improved plant protection for the banana industry
Congress 22-24 June
Coffs young grower’s group
Landuse mapping data

Project Milestones
Final 190 30/06/2017 $39,811.35 Final report received by Horticulture Australia Ltd
Achievement Criteria
All necessary reports complying with Horticulture Australia's requirements received and approved by
Horticulture Australia Ltd

Matt Weinert

Mobile 0438 644 136

Appendix 2: Example of PRG minutes

NSW Banana IDO PRG minutes 1 February 2017
Meeting started at 3.35pm.
In attendance: Matt Weinert (chair), Mark Hickey (minutes), Stephen Spear, Bianca Cairns, David Pike,
Geraldine O’Flynn, Paul Shoker, Rosie Goodwin, Peter Molenaar
Actions arising from last minutes
1.
2.

Milestone variation is in progress – Bianca confirmed process should be complete by March.
Nutrition booklet, now published, copies are available at DPI in Coffs and Ag resellers in Tweed, only
received 3 requests for the booklet from the ABGC banana eNews, one from Carnarvon, one from
Townsville and one from Wayne Shoebridge! Feedback has been positive from growers who have
used it.
3. Supply chain mapping has recommenced, it will be difficult to finalise the Tweed region.
4. Baseline survey has seen little progress since the PRG due to grower work commitments. One option
is to try to finalise this in a new project. Growers are very busy at the moment. Some growers are not
responding to requests to complete survey. Thirty growers yet to be contacted in Tweed. May have to
draw a line under this component of the project if I am not able to get surveys completed.
5. The EPA project field day was run with a small turn out. We’re currently assessing the trial in the
Tweed and the demo site in Coffs has been abandoned due to damage from the east coast lows. The
project field trial will be completed by the end of May with the final report due mid-June.
6. Bagging trial has been harvested and fruit rated. The fruit from the black bag ripened quicker and
much more evenly, however fruit colour was poorer under the black bags. Ian Simpson who ripens
and distributes his own fruit, said the even ripening was a benefit as fruit did not need to re-sorted
before dispatch each morning and it may could also mean holding fruit in his ripening rooms for one
day less. Some consistency with bag colouring would be very useful. Possibly heavy red bags for
winter would be suitable. The remainder of the data is being analysed and it will be written up for the
final report of the NDEP. Follow up trials from this work would fit well with the new extension project.
7. Disaster relief scheme for the east coast low on 1/6/16 has been announced. Applications need to be
submitted by 8/5/17. Matt was informed by the NRAA that growers can use grant funds for fertiliser
and props. Grants (up to $10,000) are paid on receipt of tax invoices from suppliers and growers are
encouraged to contact the Rural Financial Counselling Service who can help with applications.
8. The project MERI plan was written, delivered and accepted by HIA
New items
National Banana Extension Project final report – write up on soil health work and banana bagging trial to be
completed with the final report due end of April. Project final report draft is due by end of March. The new
extension project will be written up as an RFP by Hort Innovation (Bianca Cairns) in the coming weeks. The RFP
should come out later in February as an open procurement.
The EPA project final report and video detailing project outcomes is due end of June. Final report is one of
three to be written before the end of the financial year.

IDO project final report – finalise supply chain mapping, industry survey, strategic plan – due end of June
•

Supply Chain study – good understanding of Coffs/Nambucca supply chain, but less clear in the
Tweed.
• Subtropical Banana Strategic Plan, will contract Jenny Margetts to help write the plan
• Propose to run it on Thursday 25 May after a field trial site visit at Duranbah. Coffs growers will have
opportunity for input.
Rosie noted that a National Strategic Plan is currently being put together. Stephen feels that the Subtropical
Plan needs to be put together first as a stand-alone plan, and then fitted in with the national plan.
Stephen requested the final report be sent to the PRG for comment prior to submission.
Action: Matt to send final report to PRG well prior to submission, for comment.
New IDO Project – Good support from Nambucca/other regions for the project. There is a high level of
satisfaction with Matt’s efforts. Alignment with the National Extension project will need to be ensured. Bianca
raised the possibility of merging the IDO and National Extension projects. If two projects are contracted it will
be important to make sure specific outcomes are clearly defined in each project. There was strong support
amongst the PRG to have an IDO specific to the subtropics. Several committee members expressed concern of
a risk that duties of the Subtropics IDO will get absorbed into a national program if all run under the National
Extension Project.
Action: Matt and Tegan to discuss with Bianca the structure of the new national extension program.
BA16001 Improved Plant Protection for the Banana Industry. NSW DPI has been informed through DAF that it
was successful with a 3 year component managing the subtropical varieties program of the project. Key points
of note are;
•

Matt will manage the program and David Peasley will continue in his current role. The project is
expected to be contracted quite quickly
• The project now runs for 3 years and will focus on 3 key varieties (PKZ a Cavendish type, FLF a
Ladyfinger replacement, and FHIA 17 as a dual purpose, cooking and fresh eating variety).
• Ripening and postharvest handling and consumer acceptance testing will be done as part of this
project and conducted at the DPI facility at Ourimbah.
• Other new varieties will be included in the Panama disease race 1 testing site as they are released
from quarantine.
• Included in the project is one day per week of salary for Matt until end 2019.
• None of the IPDM work for NSW was included in the final submission. This is of concern as it is
expected there will be demands on Matt’s time, particularly for the nematology work. Stephen
commented that the IPDM component may still be funded in part, depending on outcomes of
committee discussions.
• Paula Doran the ABGC communication manager visited the Duranbah site in January for a story on the
progress as well as a story on Zack and Ethan McKeever, two new young growers from the Tweed.
Stephen noted that Matthew had effectively taken on the subtropical banana communications role
on top of his other project commitments after Luke Roberts contract was not extended.
The Banana Congress program is now close to final and notification on the program and associated events
should go out shortly. The good news is that we have managed to get a science session into the congress, with
6 x 3 minute speed talks from researchers, plus a poster session. Most of the afternoon of the first day is
dedicated to R&D. Committee members are keen to have young NSW growers attend.

A Coffs Harbour young growers group on Facebook Messenger has been established by Paul Shoker. Paul
hosted the first BBQ for the growers on December 16 2016 and we hope to meet about every 3 months.
There’s a fair amount of lively chat on the group, with a good amount about bananas. A prize has been
instigated, for the heaviest bunch that conforms to Coffs harbour show standards, for each of the Cav,
Ladyfinger and Ducasse, of a free leaf test for the successful grower. Matt has been trying to build links
between the Northern and Southern growers, but at this stage it is little more than providing contact details.
There is potential for similar groups in the Tweed, or to incorporate with the Coffs group.
The OEH Landuse mapping data project draft report is available and a summary of the banana data was
provided to committee members. Area under banana production in NSW 1453 ha, covering 507 plantations,
average size is 5.3ha and there are 162 properties that have gone out of production since 2000. The project
picked up a previously unknown (to DPI) farm at Taree. In the future LIDAR (a laser based remote sensing
method) will be used which may enable distinguishing between Cavendish and Ladyfingers. Data from this
project will be used to complete the industry survey.
Geraldine mentioned that the Subtropical logo is still in demand and requested approval to provide stickers to
growers, which was supported. The ST sticker and management there of was undertaken to be managed by
the current/future IDO, and data base/application form/complaint form are now in the hands of the IDO. A
request has also been made to use the logo.
Action: Matt will work with Elisa King at Hort Innovation to make artwork available.
As this is the last PRG meeting Matt thanked the committee for their involvement and the support has helped
the project to be the success that it is, noting that at almost all PRG meetings, the whole group, or a
representative for the missing member had been present.
David and Stephen thanked Matt for his efforts.
Meeting finished at 4.40pm

Appendix 3: Example of IDO monthly report

Project Reference Group Monthly Report
Project activities April 2016 - Matt Weinert, NSW Banana Development Officer
Industry cohesion improved
1 Supply chain mapping interview Coffs Harbour
19 Supply chain mapping interview by telephone, ripener in Sydney
Linkages with banana levy programs and researchers improved
6 Panama disease discussion group, University of Queensland
7, 12, 13 Obtain planting permits and collect and distribute DPM25 tissue culture plants
Extension activities
7 Roadshow planning
8, 15, 18, 19 Edit nutrition booklet
20, 28 planning and press release for the Coffs harbour Panama Workshop
Other activities
1, 4, 14, 5, 28 EPA compost project trial planning and reporting
11 Met with environmental engineers and Anne Webster, Biosecurity NSW, conducting the Coffs harbour
bypass environmental impact assessment about vehicle disinfestation
20, 21 Milestone 104 for IDO project
21, 21 Northern Rivers Food food tour guide
27, 28 report on BWB trials for Banana Plant Protection program final report
Future activities
3, 4 Nambucca and Coffs BGA meetings
4 Coffs Panama workshop
Continue industry survey and supply chain interviews
16-20 Leave
24-26 NSW DPI IDO workshop including project monitoring and evaluation workshop

Appendix 4: NSW Banana industry survey

NSW banana industry baseline survey 2015
Matthew Weinert, Industry Development Officer – Subtropical Bananas
November 2017

Introduction
The NSW banana industry has undergone significant changes in the past 15 years with many growers exiting the
industry through, diversification into other crops, sale of properties, retirement and rural residential and urban
encroachment.
Although small, at approximately 4% of the Australian industry, the NSW banana industry is strategically
important as it provides a geographical spread for the Australian industry and a valuable source of fruit when
cyclones reduce supply from north Queensland. To understand the NSW banana industry and ensure the industry
remains viable, a survey to collect baseline data for the NSW industry was undertaken. Survey questions were
developed in conjunction with the project reference group (PRG) for the HIA project, BA1400, the NSW banana
industry development officer. Information collected included grower demographics, production statistics, preferred
information delivery method and production constraints to develop strategies to ensure the viability of the industry.
The survey was conducted online and by telephone. A link to the online survey was sent to growers in June, July
and August, removing email addresses that were no longer active and of growers who had completed the survey.
New grower email addresses were added to the distribution list as they were obtained. Telephone surveys
commenced on 29 June 2015 with the majority of surveys conducted during the evenings. The survey of the
Nambucca, Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga and Richmond production areas is complete and the survey of the Tweed
production region is ongoing. It is expected the survey of the Tweed production area will be completed by the
end of December 2015.
A copy of the survey questions is attached to this report as an appendix.

Baseline survey
As of 14 October 2015, survey results have been obtained from 75 growers. Response numbers from the
different producing regions is: 11 from Nambucca, 9 from Richmond and 38 from Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga and
17 from the Tweed. Growers in the Tweed Heads growing region have proven difficult to contact and the survey
of this area is ongoing. Only 7 growers contacted across all production regions were unwilling to complete the
survey.
As an incentive to complete the survey, a soil nutrient test was offered for one grower in each of the 4 banana
production areas. As an extra incentive to complete the survey online, a full leaf nutrient analysis was offered to
one grower. The winners of these tests will be drawn at random at the completion of the survey. Tests will be
conducted through the NSW DPI Diagnostics and Analytical Services laboratory at Wollongbar.
Online responses
A total of 77 grower email addresses were collated from a series of databases provided to the NSW Banana IDO.
Nineteen of these addresses were no longer active, highlighting the difficulty of maintaining grower contact
databases. Of the remaining 58 addresses only one replied to say they no longer grow bananas. A further 11
email addresses were obtained from conversations with growers. In total 28 growers completed the online survey,
however three of these responses were incomplete, including contact details, and the information collected was
not used in the survey.
Telephone responses
Due to many growers not living on their farms and poor mobile coverage in many of the plantations these surveys
were conducted during the evening, from 5.30-8.30pm. A significant proportion of growers do not know or have
the production statistics requested by the survey on hand, requiring multiple telephone calls to complete the
survey.
Mailed surveys
Three growers asked for a hard copy of the survey to be mailed to them so they could complete it manually, at the
time of writing, despite repeat contact, none of these surveys had been completed and returned.

Grower contact details
A direct benefit of the survey is an updated grower contact database. Grower postal and email addresses and
residential addresses were updated or confirmed. All growers contacted by telephone agreed that their contact
details could be provided to the Australian Banana Growers Council. It is hoped that the high percentage of
growers who have email address, 8/11 for Nambucca, 8/10 for the Richmond and 28/38 for Coffs
harbour/Woolgoolga will increase the ease and ability for the banana IDO to communicate with the NSW banana
industry.

Industry age profile
To collect the age profile of NSW banana growers, ages were aggregated into 10 year cohorts from 20 to over 70.
The age profile of the industry shows a trend evident across rural industries, less growers and increasing grower
age. The survey only asked for the age of the respondent not all employees of a business, therefore the age
distribution of the growers may not be completely indicative of the NSW banana industry. Several businesses are
family partnerships with sons taking a greater role within the family business.
Although only comprising 10% of the industry, growers less than 30 years old, are present in the Nambucca and
Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga regions.
Table 1. Grower age distribution by production region
Age cohorts

Nambucca

Richmond

Coffs/Woolgoolga

20-30

1

0

4

30-40

0

0

2

40-50

2

0

11

50-60

4

4

15

60-70

4

4

4

Over 70

0

1

2

Total growers

11

8

39

Tweed

Grower gender and business structure
Overwhelmingly, banana growers in NSW are male, indicative of the nature of the work. Only three female
growers were identified during the survey, however 26 of the businesses surveyed were husband and wife
partnerships and eight were family partnerships, indicating that women are more involved in than the question
response allowed.
Table 2. Gender and business structure by production region
Nambucca

Richmond

Coffs/Woolgoolga

11

7

37

Tweed

Gender
Male
Female

2

Both

1

Business structure
Husband and wife
partnership

2

4

20

Family partnership

1

1

8

Sole trader

8

3

11

Variety, area grown and production
Although Cavendish remains the major variety grown in the three completed regions (Table 3), plantings of
alternate varieties, particularly Ladyfinger and Ducasse, are increasing. Both these varieties are susceptible to
race 1 Panama disease. Panama disease is caused by the fungus Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. cubense and race 1
is widespread in the Tweed and Richmond production areas, has limited distribution around Coffs
Harbour/Woolgoolga and has not been recorded in the Nambucca region. Growers however need to remain
vigilant and follow strict on farm biosecurity protocols and ensure they source clean planting material, as race 1
Panama is slowly spreading around in the Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga region with three new records of the
disease in the last 12 months. Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga has the greatest number of growers with two or more
varieties with 14 of the 39 growers contacted growing two varieties, four growing three varieties and one grower
growing four different varieties.
Production statistics are indicative only as a significant proportion of growers surveyed were unsure of or guessed
their production statistics, many referring to numbers of cartons produced per year or an average per week.
Carton figures were then converted to t/ha based on the carton types growers packed.
30

Total plantings of Cavendish are 234.2ha (Table 3) for the three completed regions. Planting sizes vary across
these regions although average planting is almost the same for each region. Average yield varies across the
regions with the lowest being 12t/ha in the Nambucca region, followed by 14t/ha in the Richmond and 15.9t/ha in
the Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga region.
Ladyfinger is the second most planted variety with 116.6 hectares in total planted across the three completed
regions. The spread of race 1 Panama disease in the Tweed production region accounts for the increase in
Ladyfinger plantings around Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga. Production statistics for both traditional or tall Ladyfinger
and the dwarf or Rossi Ladyfinger have been added together in table 3. Average yields for the two varieties, data
not shown, suggest that the Rossi Ladyfinger out yields traditional Ladyfinger 10t/ha to 8.1t/ha. Rossi Ladyfinger
is also easier to manage than the traditional Ladyfinger variety and, being shorter, has greater wind resistance
also.
Ducasse is the third most planted variety with 51.8 hectares planted across the three completed regions. Ducasse
is also susceptible to race 1 Panama disease and the limited distribution of this disease in the Coffs
Harbour/Woolgoolga region and absence in the Nambucca region account for these plantings. Avergae yileds
were much higher in the Nambucca region, 16.25t\ha than in the Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga region, 9.1t/ha, in
part because of new plantings just coming into production.
Smaller plantings of other varieties include Gold finger and some plantains. One grower in the Nambucca region
grows bananas only for leaves, which are marketed in Sydney and Melbourne.
Table 3. Variety, area grown and production statistics by production region
Nambucca

Richmond

Coffs/Woolgoolga

48.4

48

137.8

High (ha)

10

13

15

Low (ha)

2

1

1

Average area (ha)

6.05

6

5.9

Yield (t)1

388.8

672

1857.9

12

14

15.9

Tweed

Cavendish
Total area (ha)

Av. yield

(t/ha)1

Lady Finger (includes Rossi dwarf ladyfinger)
Total area

5.22

2.4

109

High

5.2

1.6

28

0.4

0.2

0.8

4.2

Yield (t)

12

836.8

Av. yield (t/ha)

5

9.1

0.24

35.2

Low
Average

5.2

Ducasse
Total area (Ha)

16.4

High

11.2

12

Low

0.4

0.4

Average

4.1

2.71

Yield (t)

245

154.2

16.25

9.1

Av. yield (t/ha)

Other varieties (includes Goldfinger and plantains)
Total area (ha)

1.63

1.36

High (ha)

1.6

0.8

Low (ha)

1.6

0.16

Average (ha)

1.6

0.45

Yield (t)

32

31

Av. yield (t/Ha)

10.6

1

2

area with yield data equals 32.4 ha, area yet to come into production, 3 grower sells leaves only, not fruit, 4no
yield data

Employment statistics
A total of 143.6 people are directly employed in growing bananas in the three completed regions. Where a person
was employed part time this was converted into a proportion of a full time employee. The majority of businesses
use mainly family labour with 34.1 people from outside of the family business employed.
Table 4. Full time equivalent staff and employees other than family by production region
Nambucca

Richmond

Coffs/Woolgoolga

Full time employees

21.5

16.2

72.1

Employees other
than family

6.7

7

20.4

Total employees

27.9

23.2

92.5

Tweed

Grower planting intention
The NSW banana industry has seen a significant decline in growers over the last 15 years. Growers were asked if
they intended to increase, maintain or decrease their plantings in the future. In two of the three completed
regions, Nambucca and Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga, the number of grower intending to or increasing plantings
outweighed the number of growers reducing plantings, indicating that growers and particularly young growers do
see a future in the industry.
Table 5. Grower planting intention by production region
Nambucca

Richmond

Coffs/Woolgoolga

increasing

5

2

9

maintaining

5

3

21

decreasing

1

3

8

Tweed

Irrigation
Access to irrigation offers growers the opportunity to increase productivity, particularly during periods of little rain
or extend supply throughout the year. Irrigation also offers the potential for better nutrient use efficiency,
particularly through fertigation. The intent of this question was to determine the utility of irrigation workshops or
information packages for the NSW banana industry. A minority of growers have access to irrigation however
these don’t appear worthwhile.
Table 6. Irrigation availability by production region
Nambucca

Richmond

Coffs/Woolgoolga

irrigate

3

5

10

don’t irrigate

8

3

28

Tweed

Production issues
Growers were asked to list, from most to least important, their three major production constraints. The information
collected will form the basis of training workshops and information products developed during the life of the
project.
In all three completed production regions banana weevil was the major productivity constraint. This justifies the
emphasis by the NSW banana IDO on developing and optimising new technologies for banana weevil control
during the first 12 months of the project.
The second biggest production constraint was weather events. This category includes east coast lows, hail
storms, severe winds and drought. Although nothing can be done to stop these events, information on
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preparedness and recovery from tropical cyclones, learned by the north Queensland banana industry may be of
benefit to the NSW industry. With periods of dry weather also of concern to some growers it may also be
worthwhile to provide information resources or training opportunities for growers with access to irrigation to
optimise their systems.
A range of pests and disease were also listed as production constraints. Several of these, thrips, mites and scab
moth, are the subject of research currently being undertaken in north Queensland and the results of this research
will be presented to NSW growers when complete. Nematodes were also identified as a constraint by some
growers and an information package, including identification and management, in currently being produced as
part of the National Banana Extension Project.
Input costs were also identified as a production constraint. Further questioning identified these as fertilisers, pest
and disease management chemicals including herbicides and props. A nutrition workshop has been run as part of
the banana IDO project and a subtropical banana nutrition booklet is currently being written. Many NSW growers
do not regularly conduct leaf and soil analyses to monitor and plan nutrient applications and the lack of a local,
independent laboratory was identified as an impediment to this. This and a significant amount of growers not
being able to provide information on yearly production, suggest an emphasis on farm benchmarking may be of
use to the NSW industry.
Figure 1. Production constraints for the Nambucca production region
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Figure 2. Production constraints for the Richmond production region
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Figure 3. Production constraints for the Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga production region
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Plantation tenure
The majority of NSW growers own their plantations, with all growers in the Richmond region owning their
plantation. Seven out of 11 Nambucca growers lease their plantations. In the Coffs region six growers use a
combination of owned and leased plantations and four growers lease their plantations, with 29 growers owning
their plantations outright. Several younger growers surveyed said that leasing an existing plantation is a way for
them to enter the industry without significant capital resources or outlay.
Figure 4. Plantation tenure by production region
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NSW banana supply chains
A detailed analysis of the NSW banana supply chain will be presented in milestone MS104 due 30/04/2016.
Information collected during this survey shows a mix of distribution channels, particularly for Cavendish where
fruit is sold to central markets, local ripeners, direct marketed and through farmer’s markets. The supply chains
for ladyfinger and Ducasse are generally simpler with the majority of fruit sent through central markets or to local
ripeners.

Industry organisation membership
The survey asked growers about membership of industry organisations including the Australian Banana Grower’s
Association and either of the local NSW Banana Growers Associations (BGA). Grower reported membership of
the Australian Banana Growers council is in the majority in the Richmond and Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga
production area, but in the minority in the Nambucca region. Despite 21 growers in the Coffs Harbour region saying
they were members of ABGC, discussions with the ABGC indicate the figure is less than this. It is assumed that
growers believe that if they pay levies they are ABGC members, which is not the case. Further education with growers
in the Coffs region needs to be undertaken to explain the levy and fee process.

The local banana grower’s organisations are also seen as a benefit as the majority of growers in each region said
they were members. This may not be the case for the Richmond region where the majority of growers said they
were members of the local BGA even though the BGA is not active.
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Figure 5. Industry body membership by production region
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Information delivery
Growers were asked to rank their preferred method of information delivery for growing information or industry
issues in order of preference, for the seven options presented. Not all growers ranked or use all seven options.
When the top three preferred methods are added together, the post is the preferred method of information
delivery in all three completed regions. During telephone surveys, a large number of growers commented that
they prefer to read hardcopy materials instead of reading them on a screen.
Email is an important information delivery method in Nambucca, where it is the preferred first choice and Coffs
Harbour/Woolgoolga. Current email addresses for 8/11 Nambucca growers, 8/10 Richmond growers and 31/39
Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga growers were collected during the survey.
Workshops and word of mouth also rated highly when results from all responses were added together. With a
push towards digital delivery of information the small number of growers and the ranking of their responses for the
Australian Banana Growers Council website and even fewer growers who preferred government department
websites is concerning. A strategy to overcome this would be to run training sessions at workshops or growers
association meetings.
Figure 6. Preferred information delivery method for the Nambucca production region
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Figure 7. Preferred information delivery method for the Richmond production region
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Figure 8. Preferred information delivery method for the Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga production region
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Summary
The information in this report provides a snapshot of the NSW banana industry in 2015. Although the industry
may decline further, there is clear evidence of young growers entering the industry and increased plantings in all
regions.
The number of growing producing varieties other than Cavendish, particularly in the Coffs Harbour/Woolgoolga
and Nambucca regions, indicates the importance of test plantings of alternate varieties from the Banana Plant
Protection Program. Cavendish is still important in each region and test plantings on grower farms of more cold
tolerant Cavendish varieties are also needed.
The list of production constraints provides clear future priorities for research and development (R&D) for the NSW
industry and the preferred information delivery method and form in which the R&D outcomes need to be delivered
to reinvigorate the NSW banana industry.

More information
Matthew Weinert, Industry Development Officer – bananas, matt.weinert@dpi.nsw.gov.au
© State of New South Wales through the Department of Industry, Skills and Regional Development, 2017. You may copy, distribute and otherwise freely deal with
this publication for any purpose, provided that you attribute the NSW Department of Primary Industries as the owner.
Disclaimer: The information contained in this publication is based on knowledge and understanding at the time of writing (November 2017). However, because of
advances in knowledge, users are reminded of the need to ensure that information upon which they rely is up to date and to check currency of the information with
the appropriate officer of the Department of Primary Industries or the user’s independent adviser.
Published by the Department of Primary Industries.
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Appendix 5: Department of Environment and heritage mapping project summary
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Appendix 6: NSW banana industry supply chain mapping
NSW banana industry supply chain mapping
Market destination
As part of the industry survey growers were asked how and where they marketed their fruit. As the industry survey was not
completed, possibly because the growers found it too detailed or growers were not willing to provide the information, the
supply chain mapping was also not completed. The data collected however does give a very good indication of where
approximately 50% of NSW fruit is marketed. Results of the survey are listed in table 1 and a diagrammatic representation
of the NSW banana supply chain is presented in figure 1.
Central markets in Sydney and Melbourne and to a lesser extent Brisbane remain an important destination for NSW fruit
with 45% of growers from Nambucca growers, 50% of Richmond growers, and 36% of Coffs Harbour growers selling 90% or
more of their fruit to central markets.
Local ripener wholesalers are the next biggest destination for fruit with 18% of Nambucca growers, 50% of Richmond
growers and 26% of Coffs harbour growers selling their fruit this way. Direct marketing, into retail stores also occurs with
18% of Nambucca growers, 25% of Richmond growers and 5% of Coffs Harbour growers direct marketing.
Table 1. Market destination for NSW bananas from the Nambucca, Richmond and Coffs Harbour regions.
Region

Central Market

Local Ripener

Direct Market

No.
growers
4
1

%
fruit
100
95

No.
growers
2

%
fruit
100

No.
growers
2
1

%
fruit

Richmond

2

100

1
1

100
90

1
1

Coffs
Harbour

12

100

9

100

1
1

95
90

1
2
1
1
1
1

90
70
50
30
25
20

Nambucca

Farmer's Market
No.
growers
1

% fruit
70

100
70

1
1

10
30

2

100

1

80

1
1

60
10

1
1
1

75
10
5

100
30

Other
No.
growers
1

%
fruit

1

15

5

Farmer’s markets are often presented as a large outlet for NSW fruit however in the regions surveyed only 13% of growers
said they marketed fruit through farmer’s markets with 5% responding that they marketed 70-80% this way. The remaining
8% of growers marketed 30% or less of their fruit this way. The amount of fruit sold through farmer’s markets is however
thought to be much higher than this figure. For the Tweed region 45% of fruit was sold locally in a survey done by the
industry in 2007 and it is expected that this level has increased significantly since then. An internet search identified 28
weekly farmer’s markets in the region from the Gold Coast to Alstonville and NSW growers are known to sell their fruit
from the Sunshine Coast to Newcastle.
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the NSW banana supply chain.
Juice bars, cafes and restaurants were the other way in which growers marketed their fruit. Of interest was one grower in
the Nambucca region who sold only leaves through the central market in Sydney. Flower bells, particularly of the variety
Ducasse were also mentioned by growers as a product they sold through central markets, however no data was collected
on this.
Wholesaler interviews
Interviews were also conducted with a ripener/wholesaler in Coffs Harbour who sells both Cavendish and Lady Finger fruit,
a grower/ripener from the Richmond region who sells only Cavendish and a ripener/wholesaler from Sydney who only sells
Lady Finger fruit.
There was a definite demand for the small sweeter fruit produced in NSW, however a lack of consistency in supply volumes,
especially through the winter months, was the key issue for both wholesalers interviewed. The Cavendish wholesalers had
been forced to buy fruit from Bundaberg or the Brisbane central markets to ensure supplies of subtropical bananas to their
retail outlets.
Seasonal variability in fruit quality of Cavendish fruit, particularly underpeel chilling sometimes made it difficult to sell NSW
fruit into retail outlets as customers were reluctant to purchase the dull fruit. Uneven ripening of Cavendish fruit was an
issue in both regions surveyed, with the Richmond grower/ripener forced to resort fruit each morning before dispatch to
ensure his fruit met supermarket specifications.
Fruit quality of Lady Fingers from NSW was generally higher than that from north Queensland. Better quality fruit,
described as unmarked and straight, was packed into whole hand packs which generally returned higher prices at market.
Bent or marked fruit is packed into clusters with harvest damage and bird and bat scratches on the inner whorl the biggest
issues with marking.
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Table 2: Characteristics of fruit from plants that bunch during each season.
Bunch emergence
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring

Fruit characteristics
Best fruit and greatest supply, essential for growers to bag on time
Transitional fruit, hangs longest, requires early bagging
Best taste, however poor fruit colour, susceptible to ethylene damage at ripening
Issues with mixed ripe fruit, bacterial rots, cigar end and sap stain on the fruit

Table 3: Seasonal fruit defects of NSW banana fruit
Fruit harvested
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring

Fruit defects
Double fruit
Rust thrips, maturity bronzing
Underpeel discolouration, corky scab
Crown rot, thrips and spider mite damage

Packing fruit to specification was also mentioned as an issue in the Coffs Harbour region. Growers were sometimes
unaware of what had caused a fruit quality issue or had didn’t understand how fruit defects, not visible at packing became
more visible during the ripening process.
Conclusion and recommendations
The NSW banana supply chain differs significantly from that in other states. Less than half of the growers market their fruit
through central markets, however overall these markets still take the largest volumes of fruit with and local wholesalers or
grower/wholesalers the next biggest proportion. Farmer’s markets are an important outlet for fruit with 13% of growers
from the Coffs region marketing the majority of their fruit through farmer’s markets in the regions surveyed, however it is
expected that this proportion is much higher especially in the Tweed. One grower who did not want to complete the oneon-one survey said he didn’t want to share the information on where he sold his fruit as he feared other growers would
come and compete and drive his prices down. These markets also provide an outlet for smaller and second grade fruit.
All of those interviewed said there is a definite segment in the NSW market for subtropical banana fruit. Encouraging new,
young growers into the industry increasing supply volumes and fruit quality during winter and spring should be a priority. If
new varieties were to be part of the solution all felt that these varieties should fit into the already established retail
categories.
There is sometimes confusion over the cause of fruit downgraded at wholesale level and one of the wholesalers suggested
running workshops on packed product analysis, where boxes of green and ripe fruit are anonymously unpacked to identify
the cause of the downgrade and demonstrate this to growers.
Crown rot remains an issue and an extension effort, based on the outcomes of BA13001: The cause and management of
crown rot of banana need to form part of any future subtropical banana extension project.
Information provided on the seasonal defects could provide the basis for a seasonal management calendar, aimed at young
growers who are entering the industry.
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Appendix 7: List of project workshops including date and topic
Nutrition
06/05/2015 Nutrition and BWB Woolgoolga
13/05/2015 Nutrition and BWB Tweed
23/06/16 Carnarvon Roadshow
New varieties
13/08/15 Duranbah field day and BWB lure trial
25/05/17 Duranbah field day
Mixed
9/12/15 Evening shed meeting Tullera
17/02/16 Tweed Soil health field day
Leaf spot
3/11/16 prior to Coffs Harbour BGA meeting.
Panama TR4
2/11/16 prior to the Coffs Harbour BGA
9/11/16 After the Tweed BGA meeting.
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Appendix 8: Nutrition workshop content
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Appendix 9: Leaf disease workshop content
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Appendix 10: Burringbar soil health workshop agenda and images
The workshop was held on 17/02/16 from 9am-12pm at the Burringbar Sports Club
Workshop program
•
•
•
•
•

Graham Lancaster – Environmental Analysis Laboratory Southern Cross University Understanding Soil Test Results
Tegan Kukulies- QDAF On farm biosecurity
Jenny Cobon – QDAF Plant parasitic nematodes in the subtropics
Matt Weinert - NSW DPI Use what when – subtropical banana nutrition
Peter Regan Biosecurity NSW New banana biosecurity legislation

Tegan Kukulies, QDAF, presenting on On-farm Biosecurity at the Burringbar Soil Health workshop.
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Appendix 11: Tullera shed meeting agenda
The workshop was held at Jeff Zanette’s farm at Tullera from 6-8 pm on 09/12/15.
Workshop program
•
•
•

Justine Cox – NSW DPI Fruit salad project, funded by the Australian Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources, action on the ground program
Peter Molenaar – Australian banana industry Central American Study Tour
Matt Weinert – NSW DPI – The weevil and the damage done, banana weevil borer pheromone lure trials.
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Appendix12: Banana weevil borer trial presentation content
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Appendix 13: List of and selected press articles from the project
Radio and television articles with story links
13/01 Television interview with Prime 7 Coffs Harbour about BWB lure demonstration, organised by David Tate.
https://au.prime7.yahoo.com/v1/video/-/watch/25986161/bio-bid-to-rid-banana-pest/
17/05 Coffs Harbour show with ABC rural report http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-05-27/ducasse-wins-coffs-bananacup/6498660
11/08 EPA compost field day Tweed with the ABC rural report http://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2016-08-19/nsw-countryhour-friday-19-august-2016/7767314?pfmredir=sm

Print media
Good Fruit and Vegetables September 2015. This story was also printed in The Land on July 26 2015 and online at
http://www.theland.com.au/story/3296870/new-weevil-weapon/
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Industry media
Australian Bananas
Summer 2014-2015 Matt on a mission to help growers – IDO project introduction
Autumn Winter 2015 The race to outpace Panama – Duranbah field day
Spring 2015 The weevil and the damage done - conference poster article
Autumn 2016 Hello, is it me you’re looking for – industry survey draft report
Winter 2016 East Coast low batter NSW banana coast – damage report from east coast low
April 2017 Cyclone Debbie NSW update – damage report
April 2017 Duranbah trial site enters new chapter – BA16001 subtropical variety project
April 2017 dreaming Big – brothers in arms building banana empire – young grower profile
Australian banana news
Jan-Feb 2015 High catch rate in borer trial – BWB trial report

Selected industry media articles
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Appendix 14: Poster for 2015 Australian Banana Congress
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Appendix 15: Poster for ProMusa 2016
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Appendix 16: New variety trial plantings in NSW
Trial plantings of three varieties were established on farms as part of BA13025. All varieties were provided by as tissue
culture plantlets by the QDAF Maroochy labs as they could not be sourced commercially and then grown out to plants
approximately 50cm high with a basal girth of 8-10cm prior to planting. In all cases it was not possible to grow the plants to
this size for the spring/early summer planting window in NSW and plants were planted mid to late summer. Despite this
late planting and very dry conditions following planting, all the plants survived. Varieties planted include;
DPM25, a desert, Cavendish type cultivar, bred by QDAF and selected for tolerance to cold weather and
subtropical race 4 Fusarium wilt.

DPM25 Bunch
PKZ selected is an offtype in South Africa, it is a desert Cavendish type with large bunches of similar sized fruit,
some cold tolerance and excellent leaf spot resistance. All fruit on the bunch are of similar size which will make
packing easier. The plant is also more robust than currently cultivated Cavendish types and may not require
propping, which is an expensive and time consuming procedure in subtropical plantations. Images of the whole
plant and bunch are below. Variety rights for PKZ are owned by the Australian Nurserymen’s Fruit Improvement
Company (ANFIC) and all plantings of this variety have been established under material transfer agreements
between the growers and ANFIC.

Plant and bunch of PKZ
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Pacific Plantain were also included in the trial plantings after repeated requests from growers, who had been
requested to grow fruit by their agents. Pacific plantain is a cooking banana.
Plantings of DPM25 were established in 2016 and 2017 and PKZ and Pacific Plantain in 2017 at nine different sites in NSW
Variety
DPM25

PKZ
Pacific Plantain

Location
Taylors Arm
Coffs Harbour
Uralba
Murwillumbah
Coffs Harbour
Coffs Harbour

Number of plantings
1
4
2
1
1
1

Number of plants
25
230
50
100
84
100

The images below show the two plantings of DPM25 at Uralba. The plants on the left were planted in March 2016 and were
close to bunching in August 2017 when the image was taken. Half of the original 50 plants were used as planting material
for a new planting in December 2016.
The plants on the right were planted in December 2017 from tissue culture ‘bits’. The plants were provided to the grower
as 50cm tall plants in 140mm pots. These plants had the stem cut approximately 10cm above the level of the potting mix
and were the carefully divided into 4-5 ‘bits’ per plant and planted. No irrigation was applied and the plants have
performed as well as traditional ‘bits’ dug from mother plants. This method provides a potentially new method of using
tissue culture plants and reduces the cost to approximately $2 per plant. Plants grown from tissue culture often grow a
large amount of poor quality suckers, which require desuckering, this technique has effectively turned these suckers into
new plants, reducing the need for desuckering.

DPM25 plantings at Uralba.
A small demonstration block of each of the three varieties was planted in Coffs Harbour in March 2017. This site is quite
cold and will be used to monitor the performance of all three varieties, particularly their cold tolerance.
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Tissue culture plants established in one of the Coffs Harbour plantings, from left to right, DPM25, PKZ and Pacific
Plantain.
All plantings established as part of BA13025 will be monitored in the subtropical variety component of BA16001. Data
collected will be time to bunch, bunch weight and fruit number and ratoon time. It is also expected fruit from these
plantings will be used for consumer acceptance testing and the site will be used for grower field visits.
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Appendix 17: NSW IDO 12 month evaluation summary
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Appendix 18: Final evaluation of the NSW banana IDO
Final review of BA13025 – NSW Banana Industry Development Officer
Results summary
4 September 2017
A short, six question online survey was undertaken to evaluate BA13025 – NSW Banana Industry Development Officer for
the final report. This project was funded by Horticulture Innovation Australia using the banana industry levy with coinvestment from NSW DPI, the Banana Industry Committee trust and the Coffs harbour Banana Growers association.
The survey, sent through email and industry focussed social media had 20 respondents, 13 were growers, one a researcher,
one a ripener/wholesaler and four classed themselves as other
The project effect was rated well by respondents with 50% rating the project as extremely valuable, 40% very valuable, 5%
said it was of some value and 5% of little value.
Overall good communication and working with and encouraging new growers were seen as aspects of the project that were
done well. Recovery efforts for the two east coast lows and ex TC Debbie were also mentioned. A selection of responses to
what the project did well included;
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Increasing communication to and between growers and determining aspects/topics for improvement in
subtropical banana production systems
Lots of things - encouraged younger growers; leaf and soil analysis appreciation; work on disaster data was
instrumental in getting disaster relief for growing areas; invigoration of Tweed BGA; general "go to" person for the
subtropical industry;
Gave growers information about new variety and help with flood recovery grants
Communication with younger growers has been outstanding. Matt has engaged younger growers through a range
of media especially social media, field days and individual farm visits. His communication skills are exceptional and
he is achieving positive responses from all sectors of the industry.
connected me to growers in NSW and provided great intelligence about what is happening on the ground. kept me
up to date on new developments in NSW banana industry
The project is helping the subtropical industry improve productivity and profitability and links in very well with
other research projects to make relevant information and materials available to growers
Provide information relative to the growing/farming future of subtropical bananas.

Areas the project could have improved were better prioritization of work areas and engagement with more growers
particularly in the Tweed. Several responses suggested the project could not have improved. Responses included;
•

•
•
•

•
•

The project has delivered above expectations. Due to the short time frame it is hard to see what could have been
delivered in addition to the current. The only thing would be to bring more unity among the subtropical growers
but that is a rather large challenge and not part of the project brief.
Focus of fewer priority areas
Needs to prioritise issues rather than attempting to be involved in everything; Survey of the industry; saying less
when working with retired growers at BGA meetings;
Greater acknowledgement of the impact of the project within NSW DPI and the wider banana industry. Matt has
worked extremely hard particularly following the devastation caused by Cyclone Debbie in interviewing growers
and processing damage claims in addition to his busy work program. He undertook responsibilities outside normal
duties and should have received greater recognition.
Could have provided more meetings and field days
Liaised with a wider number of growers
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•
•

Very little
The challenge is to get more of the less professional growers on board.

Greater emphasis on better nutrition regimes, a key focus of the project, was the overwhelming response to what growers
who had either attended IDO run events or have used information packages developed as part of the project. Responses
include;
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have changed my fertilising regime
More reliance on plant and soil testing; will give more thought to composting
We now measure more, base our farming on much of the project outcomes. Very interested in New varieties
Yes nutrition changes with soil tests. Also would like to trial new varieties
Yes just got a soil test and looking in to beetle traps
Pay more attention to nutrition

Survey respondents were asked to identify development areas any future projects should concentrate and indicated further
interest in plant nutrition and pest and disease management. Responses included;
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research into Panama resistant varieties. Nutrition still needs attention...to make growers aware of their influence
on the environment and how they can use alternative products that can be both beneficial to both the
environment and their production.
How to interpret plant and soil analysis; more work on sap flow in winter e.g. can sap flow predict the occurrence
of our dull winter fruit?
Nutrition, disease management, pest control.
Nematodes ... Nutrition
bunch treatments and what works best at certain times of year (ie; corky scab, rust thrips etc)
Regular contact with growers
Getting growers together and cooperating
fruit quality and plant nutrition research
Beetle + Nematode control
Management of diseases including biosecurity

The responses to the survey were overwhelmingly in support of the project and indicate that the information packages and
focus areas of the project have led to practice change, particularly in the areas of measuring and targeting plant nutrition
inputs.
Nematodes, bunch pests and disease management were all listed as areas of future work and the IDO will work closely with
the IPDM components of BA16001 to deliver better pest and disease management outcomes through the new subtropical
banana extension project Subtopics: Delivering extension for the Australian subtropical banana industry.
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Appendix 19: NSW IDO MERI plan

MERI Plan
Project Information
PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Details
Project ID:

BA13025

Project title:

The NSW banana industry development officer

Organisation name:

NSW DPI

Organisation Address:
Project Manager:

Myles Parker and Matthew Weinert

Project Period:

01/07/2014-30/06/2017
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Part 1 - Program Logic
PROGRAM LOGIC DIAGRAM

PART 2 - Project Linkages
2.1 PROJECT LINKAGE TO OUTCOMES
Project Linkage to Program Outcomes
Relevant Strategic Objective

•

Long Term Project Outcome(s)

Reinvigoration of the NSW banana industry through;
•

•

•

Increase production efficiency by 5% by 2018/19 with minimal to no environmental impact

Improved level of confidence throughout the subtropical banana industry resulting in better industry
cohesion
- retaining viable production of Ladyfingers and Ladyfinger types as an alternative to Cavendish
- introduction and uptake of Panama resistant varieties released through the Banana Plant Protection Program
(BPPP)
- development of novel varieties and potential improved Cavendish identified in the BPPP for niche markets
- higher level of support to younger growers to continue growing bananas and for new entrants into the industry
Strengthened linkages with the Banana R&D levy funded program, and regular interactions with researchers and industry
advisors
- improved pest, disease and nutrition management
- reduced costs of production.
Measurable practice change on farm resulting in improved packouts through improvement in fruit quality.

2.2 PROJECT LINKAGE TO RELEVANT PLANS
Project linkage to relevant plans - List relevant plans that your project aligns with, and intends to deliver against
Name of Plan

The Australian Banana
Industry Strategic
Investment Plan 20142019

Owner of Plan
(organisation that
issued the plan)
Australian Banana
Growers Council

Relevant actions within plan being addressed, (include reference where
possible)

Brief description of how target will
be addressed.

Objective 1

Complete survey of the NSW
banana industry to identify
production constraints

Maintain a consistent and quality supply of Australian bananas whilst
achieving 5% productivity gain by 2018/19
•

Improving production per unit of input: and/or

•

Reducing production and supply costs per unit of marketed product

Develop and deliver research and
training through partnering with
banana research and development
staff nationally and internationally
and private companies
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NSW Department of
Primary Industries
strategic plan 2015-2019

NSW DPI

Economic growth through innovation that improves resilience and boosts
productivity
•

Increase productivity and innovation in agriculture

Develop and deliver research and
training through partnering with
banana research and development
staff nationally and internationally
and private companies

PART 3 – Project monitoring
PROJECT PROGRESS MONITORING AND DETAIL
Key monitoring tools

Annual work plans

Describe how the monitoring tools will be used to ensure project outputs are
delivered in a timely and appropriate manner.

Developed in conjunction with the project reference group (PRG) through face to face
meetings and email follow-up
Activities will be identified through the industry survey and prioritised by the PRG.

IDO activity diary

Daily diary kept of main tasks related to project

IDO monthly report

Daily diary used to prepare monthly report, emailed to project reference group the first
week of each month detailing previous months activities.
Activities to be grouped under key project outcomes.
Monthly report emailed to project co-investors after comments from project reference
group

Project reference group meeting

Face to face or teleconference meeting of project reference group every six months
Report against project plan
Minutes of PRG meeting emailed to co-investors
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Milestone reports

PART 4

6 monthly report against milestone to funding body

Evaluation and Improvement Plan

PROJECT EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT DETAIL
Key evaluation tools

Describe how this project will ensure that evaluation questions will be addressed in
a timely and appropriate manner.

12 month review

A performance review of the position will be held at the end of Year 1, with the inclusion of
a ‘stop/go’ provision in the case of underperformance of the candidate. A copy of the 12
month review questions is in Attachment A.

Event evaluations

Evaluation sheets or TurningPoint software KeePads clickers will be used to evaluate all
events conducted by the NSW Banana IDO. An example of the evaluation sheet is in
Attachment B.
Future events will be modified based on feedback received from the event evaluation.

Information product evaluations

All information products developed as part of the project will be evaluated after a six
month period using an electronic survey (link distributed via email). Questions for the
survey will be developed in conjunction with the PRG to identify practice changes
attributable to each specific information product.

Final project review

A final review of the project will be conducted prior to the conclusion of the project and
included in the project final report. Questions for the final review will be similar to the 12
month review questions however greater emphasis will be placed on documenting practice
change. Questions will be developed in conjunction with the HIA R&D Manager for the
project and the PRG.
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ATTACHMENT A: 12 MONTH PROJECT REVIEW QUESTIONS
NSW banana industry development officer project 12 month review
Introduction
Horticulture Innovation Australia Limited (Hort Innovation) is conducting a review of the current NSW banana industry development officer project. The aim is to review the first 12
months of the project and to provide input to the final two years from right across the industry, from producer, researcher, ripeners and wholesalers and all in between. To improve
the industry development efforts for NSW bananas, we would appreciate your help by completing this short survey. Your input will be of considerable value to your industry and
shaping the future of this project.
Background information on the current NSW banana industry development officer is provided on the next page.
The survey will take about 10 - 15 minutes to complete. Your information will be treated in confidence and the results will not identify individuals or businesses. Thank you for
completing this survey.
If you would like to speak with someone directly about the review please contact Alison Anderson (R&D Manager, Hort Innovation) on 0410 395 597 or
alison.anderson@horticulture.com.au
Background information
The current NSW banana industry development officer project, is being delivered by NSW DPI. The project, with co-investment from NSW DPI, the banana industry levy, the banana
industry committee fund and the Coffs harbour BGA, funds a full time Industry Development Officer, Matthew Weinert.
The current project aims to reinvigorate the NSW banana industry by improving industry cohesion and providing strategic direction, developing information packages and techniques
to address production and supply chain issues and work closely with other industry funded R,D&E projects to deliver project outcomes to NSW growers.
Question 1.
What role do you play in the banana industry? (please tick all that apply)
Grower
Rural supplier
Consultant/Agronomist
Researcher
Ripener/Wholesaler
Question 2.
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Are you aware of the NSW banana industry development officer project?
Yes
No
Question 3.
Have you participated in or used any of the industry development project initiatives? (please tick all that apply)
Industry training events/workshops
Field days
Articles in publications such as e-newsletters and annual journal
Accessed relevant banana R&D, marketing and/or business information at the advice of the IDO
I have not participated in or used any of the project initiatives
Other (please specify)
Question 4.
Please rate the value you have gained from the industry development project
Extremely valuable
Very valuable
Some value
Little value
No value
Not applicable
Please provide comment on why you rated the value of the industry development project as you did
Question 5.
Have you made any changes in your business as a direct result of participating in, or using information generated by the industry development project?
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Yes
No
Not applicable
If 'yes', please describe the change(s) you have made
Question 6.
What aspects of the industry development project have you found to be the most valuable? These may include: Industry training events and workshops; Field days; Improved
knowledge of R&D and projects and outcomes; Publications such as e-newsletters; Articles in annual journal.
Question 7.
What aspects of the industry development project have you found to be the least valuable? These may include: Industry training events and workshops; Field days; Improved
knowledge of R&D and projects and outcomes; Publications such as e-newsletters; Articles in annual journal.
Question 8.
To improve industry development project/s in the final 2 years of the project what would you like to see included in such a project? This may include specific approaches to
technology transfer (e.g. grower study groups, field days, e-newsletters, training) or specific topics you would like more information on
Question 9.
Are there any other comments you would like to make about NSW industry development officer project?

Thank you for your time to complete this survey. Your input is valuable
Question 10.
Please add your contact details if you would like to be contacted about membership of Horticulture Innovation Australia. For more information please visit the Hort Innovation
website: www.horticulture.com.au
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ATTACHMENT B. EXAMPLE OF EVENT EVALUATION SHEET

To help us evaluate our project and improve future events please answer the following questions.

(workshop)

(location)

(date)

1. How useful did you find this workshop? Please circle most appropriate description.
Not useful

Fairly useful

Useful

Very useful

Extremely Useful

2. Given the time available, how did you find the amount of material covered?
Too much
1

About right
2

3

Too little
4

5

3. How did you find the type of information that was presented?
Too basic
1

About right
2

3

Too technical
4

5

4. What was the most useful or interesting thing that you heard during the workshop?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
5. From what you heard at the workshop, is there anything you intend to implement on your farm?
Please write below:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
6. For future workshops, what could we do better? (timing, topics, catering, presenters etc.)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
7. Any other comments:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

THANKS FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE WORKSHOP

ATTACHMENT B: PROJECT RISK
SWOT analysis: NSW Banana Industry Development Officer
Compiled by Myles Parker and Matt Weinert, NSW DPI, 21 October 2015
Input provided by Alison Anderson, Hort Innovation
Strengths
•

Strong linkages with the HIA and levy funded National Banana Extension Project (NBEP) and the
National Banana Plant Protection Program (BPPP) and the Communication for the banana industry.
• Engaged, interested and active project reference group
• Monthly report provided to PRG so they are well informed of project progress and issues
• Good working relationship with growers in the Nambucca, Coffs Harbour and Richmond
• Linkages within the Australian and international banana community, including researchers, ripeners
growers, private companies and consultants
• Attendance at all BGA meetings since the beginning of the project
• Defined outputs and outcomes for the project: an industry survey to identify production constraints,
map supply chains and potential R&D opportunities; linkages and development trials with other HIA
and industry funded projects; development of a strategic plan and reinvigoration of the NSW banana
industry
• Project personnel have been successful in sourcing additional funds from NSW EPA to further soil
health work currently being conducted under the NBEP
• A successful first series of project workshops have been run and will be developed into a subtropical
banana nutrition booklet
• Positive environment in bananas in NSW due to this strategic joint investment into the NSW banana
industry. New plantings are taking place and young growers are moving into the industry in all four
production areas
• The industry baseline survey work has highlighted that banana weevil is the major production
constraint in NSW. The focused work on weevil borer has been well received both in the NSW and
Queensland industries with a lure and trap system for the banana weevil available commercially for
the first time in Australia.
Weaknesses
•

Difficulties building relationships with growers in the Tweed production region due to the
geographical spread of the industry, the large number of growers and the time required to develop
this relationship and many growers being disengaged from the industry and industry bodies
• Have yet to develop relationships with agricultural resellers in all NSW production regions
• Need to develop relationships across the supply chain including ripeners, wholesalers and retailers
• Program logic and Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) plan not formally developed
Opportunities
•
•
•
•

Develop a young growers group around young growers identified in the industry survey and link to
the NextGen growers in NQ through the NBEP
Work with growers to overcome production issues with alternate and new varieties from the BPPP
Develop links and trial production systems from other subtropical countries in the NSW banana
production areas
Local ripeners/wholesalers willing to work with IDO to further develop existing markets open up new
markets

•

Development of a stakeholder engagement plan to underpin engagement broader than growers – to
increase the reach of the project

Threats
•
•
•
•

Dependence upon other projects to deliver project outcomes – some of the new varieties from the
BPPP may not be available to plant a trial block in time to meet project milestones
Supply chain members are less likely to work with the IDO due to the short term nature of the project
Resistance of industry organisation personnel and some growers to embrace change
Expectations of a return to a one on one extension model

